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Reflection, Goals & Strategies
Elementary
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
3rd Grade ELA
3rd Grade Math
4th Grade ELA
4th Grade Math
5th Grade ELA
5th Grade Math
5th Grade
Science
Sub-Group

Challenge

Perception

Range of scores
83% to 91.6% met or exceeded standard
87% to 95.3% met or exceeded standard
85.3% to 95% met or exceeded standard
83.6% to 96% met or exceeded standard
87% to 95% met or exceeded standard
73.9% to 93% met or exceeded standard
88% to 95% met or exceeded standard
Most students in identified subgroups improved based on their
DIBELS and/or SBA ELA and Math assessments. Schools
differentiated to meet the needs of students, and implemented RtI
strategies to provide targeted support. Pre/Post tests were given to
monitor progress throughout the year, and adjustments were made
as needed to continue to support the students in the most effective
way.
The ELC elementary schools continued to focus on maintaining the
number of students at level 4 with the new SBA assessments.
Teacher PCC teams specifically worked together to design
enrichment opportunities in their lessons. Instruction was
differentiated through IXL and modified projects. Student growth
goals focused on math fact fluency and computation, which moved
many students from level 3 to 4. Level 4 questions were added to
classroom assessments to provide the opportunity to demonstrate
proficiency at this level. Teachers will continue to look for resources
that will best help them appropriately provide extension
opportunities and challenge high achieving students.
A number of schools selected perception goals in the areas of
decision-making, supporting staff professional development, and
working in strong PCC teams. Overall, progress was made in most of
the perception goals and reflection helped guide the setting of new
goals for 2015-16.

Schools identified specific standards to focus on and work in PCC teams to assess and
monitor performance. Grade level teams tied their PGE goals with school goals and met
with the principal to review data results. Students were regularly assessed to ensure they
were receiving the appropriate intervention/challenge. Classes continued to be supported by
effective IA/Para support, ELL and Safety Net support, as well as parent volunteers.
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2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy:
K-2 Reading
Literacy:
3-5 ELA
Math:
3-5 Math
Science:
5th Science

Range of goals
86% to 93% will meet or exceed standard
81% to 91% will meet or exceed standard
75% to 89% will meet or exceed standard
80% to 93% will meet or exceed standard

Instructional Strategies: Academic
Schools will continue to identify specific SBA targets to focus on and work in PCC teams to
assess and monitor performance. Grade level teams will continue to nest their PGE goals
with school goals and meet with their principal to review data results. Students will be
regularly assessed to ensure they are receiving the appropriate intervention/challenge.
Classified staff and parent volunteers will be used strategically to support classrooms. All
schools will continue a concerted focus on writing.

Middle School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
ELA: 6th Grade
ELA: 7th Grade
ELA: 8th Grade
Math: 6th Grade
Math: 7th Grade:
Math: 8th Grade
Science: 8th
Grade
Sub-Group

Challenge

Perception

Range of scores
77% to 83.5% met or exceeded standard
88% to 88.2% met or exceeded standard
90.4% to 100% met or exceeded standard
71% to 78.7% met or exceeded standard
81% to 81% met or exceeded standard
77.8% to 82% met or exceeded standard
87.1% to 100% met or exceeded standard
There was hard work to implement more “Co-taught” classes. Both a
special education teacher and a general education teacher support
co-taught classes. Moving to this model allowed special education
students to be exposed to the general education curriculum and have
that curriculum modified in real time by a special education teacher.
34.3% of Special Education students met or exceeded standard in
Mathematics on the SBA.
Schools focused on 7th grade reading and 8th grade math, specifically
targeting students at levels 3 and 4. The school came very close to
achieving their goals, and have reassessed what to focus on for the
2015-16 school year.
Perception goals were set around whether or not the staff believed
that evaluation was focused on teaching and learning. In October
2015, 98% of staff believed that evaluation was focused on teaching
and learning, thus meeting the goal.
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Schools worked very hard to support all students in their schools. Focusing on the Common
Core State Standards, and working in their PCC teams to develop common lessons and
assessments, the students were well prepared for the SBA and performed very well. There
are many reasons to celebrate at both middle schools, and naturally, there are things to
focus on for the next school year as well.

2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy:
6-8 ELA
Math:
6-8 Math
Science:
8 Science

Range of goals
85% to 90% will meet or exceed standard
82% to 82% will meet or exceed standard
95% to 100% will meet or exceed standard

Instructional Strategies: Academic
The middle schools are implementing a myriad of strategies to teach every student and
support them in their learning. Each student is offered an opportunity to not only show
growth within their identified proficiency level, but they also receive enrichment
opportunities through differentiation of lesson materials, leveled assessments, and
exposure to problem solving activities requiring higher level cognitive skills. Schools will
implement a rigorous and engaging curriculum. Through weekly content area and/or grade
level meetings, students who are identified as showing little to no growth within a skill or
concept area are offered school wide intervention strategies. This time allows students to
ask teachers questions, to make up work, to receive additional explanations on assignments
and receive additional support. The teachers will progress monitor their academic school
goals through the use of ongoing formative assessments and classroom assignments.

High School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
12th Grade:
Reading
12th Grade:
Writing
12th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
12th Grade:
Biology
12th Grade:

Achievement
100% pass
100% pass
98% - 100% pass
100% pass
97% - 100% on track
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Graduation
Requirements
12th Grade:
Credits
12th Grade:
On Time
Graduation
11th Grade:
Reading
11th Grade:
Writing
11th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
11th Grade:
Biology
11th Grade:
Graduation
Requirements
11th Grade:
Credits
10th Grade:
ELA
10th Grade:
Math
10th Grade:
Biology
9th Grade: ELA
9th Grade: Math
9th Grade:
Credits
9th Grade:
Biology
Sub-Group

Challenge

97% - 99.7% on track
97% - 98.5% on track
98% - 98.3% pass
97.6% - 98% pass
96.3% - 100% pass
96.8% - 100% pass
100% on track
95.9% - 98% on track
98.5% pass
96.6% pass
93.4% - 100% pass
NA
89% pass
88% - 92% on track
NA
A school has tried to normalize Specially Designed Instruction,
implemented co-taught classes in Math and Humanities, and also
worked with teachers on implementing accommodations and
modifications. They have also improved their school-wide systemic
interventions. Special Education students passed 86.5% (64/74) of
their Co-Teach classes.
There was a concerted focus on improving Advanced Placement
participation and passing rates. In addition, a school had a goal to
improve the AP Language and Composition pass rate from 77% to
82%. The AP Language and Composition teacher was focused more
on the multiple-choice sections, which requires very specific
knowledge of rhetorical terms and how to apply them. This involved
practicing close reading and increasing pertinent vocabulary. Our
AP Language and Composition scores increased all the way to a
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Perception

91.2% pass rate.
Through professional development opportunities like Teacher
Learning Walks, Student Shadows and Professional Learning
Coaches, a school wanted to increase the percentage of teachers who
agreed mostly or completely with the statement that they “have
enough opportunities to grow professionally” from 69 to 80%. They
had 73.08% of staff agree completely or mostly with this statement.
This year they have also implemented some Professional Learning
Classes that they hope provide teachers even more opportunities.

Overall, the ELC high schools had a very successful year, continuing a pattern of very high
achievement in all categories, and culminating in increasing graduation rates. They will
continue to focus on developing support for all students to ensure that everyone has
equitable access to the curriculum and is prepared for their future.

2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy
Math
Science

Goals
97% to 100% proficiency
96% to 100% proficiency
95% to 100% proficiency

Instructional Strategies: Academic
The high schools will develop a comprehensive instructional improvement plan that focuses
on the implementation of engaging and rigorous instruction, as measured by both student
and teacher surveys on interesting, important and relevant instruction. They will
implement this plan through their Professional Growth and Evaluation (PGE) system,
where principals work with individual teachers, their Professional Community and
Collaboration (PCC) system, where teams of teachers learn from their collective experience
and expertise, and align it to our Professional Development, where teachers have an
opportunity for relevant, job-embedded professional growth. They will monitor progress
towards these goals through surveys, data collection meetings, and observations.
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Achievement Gap - K-12
ELL
3

SpED
4

Safety Net
2

504 Plans
1

Goals:
ELC schools will focus on closing the achievement gap in areas around ELL, Special
Education, Safety Net and 504 plans.
Strategies:
ELL – Teams will share assessments and regularly communicate instructional plans and
monitor student progress. ELL teachers and ELL IA’s will regularly monitor student
progress through individual lessons, in-class support and check-ins with classroom
teachers. Primary grades will use an intervention block model to provide additional
support, as well as accessing IA/para support to provide 1:1 and/or small group support.
Classroom teachers will frequently monitor student progress using DIBELS benchmark
assessments and classroom ELA assessments and assignments.
SPED – Through co-taught classes, focus on ensuring that students with an IEP pass their
classes at the same rate at their peers. Also, intervention support is available after school
in addition to the regular accommodations and modifications in general classes.
Safety Net – Teachers are creating an intentional support schedule for both push-in and
pull-out support, using district core and supplemental curriculum.
504 Plans – Intervention opportunities will be provided with students with 504 plans
through math Safety Net, small group review with teachers, peer tutoring support, and
teacher driven individual student interventions. Progress will be monitored though
regularly scheduled grade reports, and evaluations of formative and summative
assessments of SBA skills and concepts.

Attendance - K-12
Positive proactive and
responsive intervention
approaches
10

BECCA specialists/court
referrals
4

Goals:
All ELC schools are focused on increasing attendance rates and reducing tardies.
Strategies:
ELC schools will be monitoring attendance letters sent home to families, providing regular
communication with families and following up with the BECCA Coordinator as needed.
Some schools will email families to share their student’s absence percentages and request
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for more regular attendance. Some schools will be using weekly reports to produce data to
target students who are repeatedly absent from class. Overall, there will be a deliberate
focused support to help students complete their assignments when they miss school,
through communication to parents and interventions available to students on campus.

Discipline – K-12
Positive behavioral
supports
7

Exclusionary practices
3

Goals:
All ELC schools are working hard to promote a positive school culture, and implement
systems that genuinely support students when they make a choice that does not contribute
to their school in a positive way.
Strategies:
Schools are implementing positive behavior systems and strategies. Administrative teams
are meeting regularly with counselors to review student behavior issues. Many schools have
a focus on restorative practice strategies. Office referrals will be tracked for data, and there
is a deliberate focus on reducing out of school suspensions. Schools will continue to use ISS
as an alternative to traditional suspensions, and ensure that time spent in ISS is focused on
maintaining or improving current performance in the classroom. Plagiarism will be a focus
this year, collecting data on the quantity of offenses, and brainstorming strategies to
address the issue.

College and Career Readiness – Middle School & High School
Goals:
All ELC middle school and high schools are focused on preparing students for high school
graduation and beyond.
Strategies:
Schools will introduce students to the new Career Cruising software for their High School
and Beyond Plan. Schools will implement the Career Cruising activities to help students
thoughtfully select their classes. Support will be given to students in their transition from
middle school to high school, with regards to both academic and mental health issues.
There will be a deliberate focus on the 21st century skill of collaborating with peers,
monitored through data collected during group activities/assignments.
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Reflection, Goals & Strategies
Elementary
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
3rd Grade ELA
3rd Grade Math
4th Grade ELA
4th Grade Math
5th Grade ELA
5th Grade Math
5th Grade
Science
Sub-Group

Challenge

Perception

Range of scores
56% to 90%
62% to 92%
55% to 100%
51% to 100%
61% to 90%
48% to 77%
47% to 96%
Sub-groups varied across and within schools. ELA, low income, and
Hispanic/Latino students made up the majority of sub-groups focused
on among the schools. School are continuing to work hard to narrow
the achievement gap among these groups through the use of data,
interventions, and additional support in the form of time and one on
one teacher/IA support.
Schools primarily chose to focus on moving level 3 students to level 4.
A few schools chose to focus in the area of 5th grade science with one
school achieving 98% of their 5th grade students at standard last
year. Focusing on differentiated instruction and collaboration on
creating challenge activities were a common theme. Overall schools
saw improvement in these areas.
There were a variety of areas of focus across schools including
providing instructional feedback, effective disciplinary practices, and
believing that students can learn complex topics. Results varied in
part because of the number of staff who took the 9 Characteristics
survey resulted in a low N and the number of new staff to some of
the buildings.

2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy:
K-2 Reading
Literacy:
3-5 ELA
Math:
3-5 Math
Science:
5th Science

Range of goals
60% to 90%
65% to 87%
65% to 81%
47% to 92%
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Instructional Strategies: Academic











PLC time to determine strategies and action plans to support the goal
Providing professional development based on the identified needs of staff
Intervention teachers provide additional instruction to student not at standard
Safety net and ELL services are provided
Use of wonderworks and pre-teach / re-teach model
Providing differentiated small group instruction
Direct instruction around conclusion and procedure writing
Practice using scientific method
Differentiated math homework
Differentiated math groups

Middle School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
ELA: 6th Grade
ELA: 7th Grade
ELA: 8th Grade
Math: 6th Grade
Math: 7th Grade:
Math: 8th Grade
Science: 8th
Grade
Sub-Group
Challenge

Perception

Range of scores
63% to 86%
70% to 87%
71% to 85%
49% to 76%
54% to 82%
59% to 73%
64% to 85%
Schools focused on ELL and Hispanic/Latino students. Both groups
showed measurable improvement for their students.
Schools primarily chose to focus on moving level 3 students to level 4.
Focusing on differentiated instruction and collaboration on creating
challenge activities were a common theme. Schools saw measureable
success for these students.
Schools chose to focus on topics such as providing professional
development and collaborating together. Similar varied results
occurred as compared to the elementary schools in part because of
the number of staff who took the 9 Characteristics survey resulted in
a low N and the number of new staff to some of the buildings.
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2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy:
6-8 ELA
Math:
6-8 Math
Science:
8 Science

Range of goals
72% to 90%
55% to 78%
80% to 90%

Instructional Strategies: Academic










PLC time to determine strategies and action plans to support the goal
SIOP training for all staff
Provide additional time within the school day to provide opportunities to re-teach
and provide enrichment.
Spiraling instruction
After school math tutoring
Math clubs
Science clubs
Develop vocabulary map across grade levels
RtI and data teams

Juanita High School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
Goal
12th Grade:
Reading
12th Grade:
Writing
12th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
12th Grade:
Biology
12th Grade:
Graduation
Requirements
12th Grade:
Credits
12th Grade: On Time
Graduation
11th Grade:
Reading

From 89% to 100% on track

Achievement
95 % on track

From 93% to 100% on track

96% on track

From 78% on track to 100% on
track

94% on track

From 80% on track to 100% on
track
From 97% on track to 100% on
track

82% on track

From 62% on track to 100% on
track
From 89.4% on time graduation
to 100%
From 90% on track to 100% on
track

86% on track

98% on track

91.1%
96% on track
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11th Grade:
Writing
11th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
11th Grade:
Biology
11th Grade:
Graduation
Requirements
11th Grade:
Credits
10th Grade: ELA
10th

Grade: Math

10th

Grade: Biology

9th

Grade: ELA

9th Grade: Math
9th Grade: Credits
9th Grade: Biology
Sub-Group:

Challenge:

Perception:

From 90% on track to 100% on
track
From 50% on track t o100% on
track

96% on track

From 84% on track to 100% on
track
From 21% to 100% on track

95% on track

From 62% on track to 100% on
track
90%
n/a
90%
n/a

67% on track

n/a
From 72% to 100%
From 73% to 100%
The percentage of
Hispanic/Latino students
meeting standard on EOC
Biology examinations will
increase from 52% to 67%
In our most recent testing data,
Writing scores for last year’s
Sophomores (class of 2016)
show the ratio of Level 4 scores
to Level 3 scores as 1.3:1. Our
Challenge goal is to increase
this ratio to 2:1.

n/a

The staff works in teams across
grade levels to help increase
student learning from 71 to 90.

The staff works in team across
grade levels to help increase
student learning: 65% agree most
of the time or all of the time; 87%
agree slightly, mostly, or all of the
time.
Teachers provide feedback to each
other: 57% agree most of the time
or all of the time; 86% agree
slightly, mostly, or all of the time.

Teachers provide feedback to
each other to help improve
instructional practices from 82
to 85.

93% on track

Click here to enter text.

92.1% met standard
n/a
69.4% met standard
n/a

82%
98.8%
63% of Hispanic/Latino students
met standard on EOC Biology

**SBA data does not delineate
between 3 and 4 in claim data;
ratio of above standard to at near
standard is 2.1:1
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2015-16 Juanita High School Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy
Math
Science

Goals
93.4% of sophomores will pass the ELA SBA exam by the end of the
2015-2016 school year.
90% sophomores will have passed either the Algebra or Geometry
EOC by the end of the 2015-2016 school year.
86% of sophomores will pass the Biology EOC by the end of the 20152016 school year.

International Community School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
Goal

Achievement

12th Grade:
Reading
12th Grade:
Writing
12th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
12th Grade:
Biology
12th Grade:
Graduation
Requirements
12th Grade:
Credits
12th Grade: On Time
Graduation

From 100% to 100% on track

100% on track

From 100% to 100% on track

100% on track

From 100% to 100% on track

100% on track

From 100% to 100% on track

100% on track

97% to 100% on track

98% on track

96% to 100% on track.

86% on track

From 98% to 100% on track

98% on track

11th Grade:
Reading

From 97% on track to 100% on
track
From 98% on track to 100% on
track
From 98% on track to 100% on
track

100% on track

From 100% on track to 100% on
track
From 88% to 100% on track

100% on track

11th Grade:
Writing
11th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
11th Grade:
Biology
11th Grade:

100% on track
100% on track

100% on track
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Graduation
Requirements
11th Grade:
Credits
10th Grade: ELA
10th Grade: Math
10th Grade: Biology
9th Grade: ELA
9th Grade: Math
9th Grade: Credits
9th Grade: Biology
Sub-Group:

Challenge:
Perception:

From 75% on track to 100% on
track
97%
98%
88%
n/a
90% to 100%
From 100% to 100%
97% to 100%
IEP/504 Study of performance
and successful deliver methods.

Increase ratio of level 4 from
Level 3 SBA ELA achievement.
ICS Perception Data echoes our
2015 Accreditation data
whereby additional focus must
be placed on our purpose (by
way of Mission) and by
reviewing our grading practices.
The data gathered from
students, parents and teachers
for this process was more
comprehensive and inclusive
that the teacher-based
perception data.
The Mission work is now
complete and we are planning a
two year approach to
conforming our grading,
retention and assessment
practices.

100% on track
100% met standard
100% met standard
100% met standard
n/a
100%
100%
100%
100% success of our IEP/504
students and the successful
delivery of their
accommodations.
100% at Advanced level 4
The faculty has met and
outlined the process for
discussing grading. The faculty
will begin by sharing our
grading practices, then we will
obtain expert knowledge on
Standards-based grading and
assessment practices for the
middle school students only.
This goal will be accomplished
in the 2015 – 2016 school year.
Additional discussions related
to the retention practices will
also be discussed this year and
any changes to teacher
practices will be made for the
end of year 2016.
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2015-16 ICS Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy
Math
Science

Goals
95% of the 10th Grade students will have passed the ELA SBA exam
by the end of the 2015 – 2016 school year.
100% of the Grade 8 class will have passed either the Algebra or
Geometry EOC exam by the end of the 2015 – 2016 school year.
100% of the grade 7 students will pass the Biology EOC by the end of
the 2015-2016 school year.

*Important note: Because of the ICS academic program students may take state
testing measures at times different than our comprehensive high schools.

Instructional Strategies: Academic








PLC time to determine strategies and action plans to support the goal
Professional Development and design of formative assessments
SIOP Training
Additional time and support provided during the school day to support for struggling
students
Continued work and refinement in focusing on CCSS
Professional development provided during staff meetings/LEAP
Best practices in grading

Achievement Gap - K-12
ELL
2

SpED
3

Low Income
1

Off track %
2

Hispanic/Latino
2

Goals:
All goals were set to improve the subgroup performance on the SBA in the spring of 2016.
Strategies:
 Professional development on high impact instructional strategies for staff via John
Haittie’s research.
 Use of Daily On-going Formative Assessments strategies by Dylan Wiliam.
 SIOP Training
 More intentional use of a pre-teach – re-teach model
 Push in for special education delivery
 Use of data team process to determine real time strategies to intervene
 Race and equity training of JHS staff
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Attendance - K-12
Decrease Tardies

Reduce Absenteeism

4

6

Reduce Absenteeism
among Hispanic/Latino
student
1

Goals:
School across the JLC have studied the importance of attendance as it relates to risk factors
for graduation. The JLC has reviewed the article “Dramatically Improving Attendance” by
Sprick, Alabisco, and Yore from Educational Leadership / November 2015 which lays out 5
strategies; 1. Define chronic absenteeism, 2. Mine attendance data, 3. Develop a multitiered
approach, 4. Implement universal prevention strategies, and 5. Apply what works.
Strategies:
Using the article the JLC utilized a ‘world café’ protocol to brainstorm strategies to support
their attendance goal. These were typed up and shared back with the JLC. Some included
being more intentional about reaching out to parents, incentive strategies, positive public
rewards, use of counselor, use of teachers reaching out to students etc.

Discipline – K-12
Positive behavioral supports
3

Reduce out of school suspensions
6

Goals:
Schools across the JLC are working to increase student time in class and in school. Many
schools are training staff in PBIS to support the goals of reducing out of class or school
disciplinary actions.
Strategies:
 PBIS training for all staff include IA’s
 Safe School Ambassadors
 Utilizing in-school suspensions more frequently with school work provided
 Tracking data for location and frequency of disciplinary instances
 Increase partnerships and communication with families at lower level behaviors as
preventative measure.
 Providing more natural consequences for student behavior as a teaching tool vs.
automatic responses.
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College and Career Readiness – Middle School & High School
Goals:
Our middle schools have goals on reducing 7th grade instances of receiving an F grade in a
core class and increasing the percentage of historically underserved students enrolling in a
high school course at the middle school level. Our high schools are focusing on increasing
the number of students enrolling in an AP course and completing the AP exam.
Strategies:
 Grade checked and reviewed among PLCs more frequently
 Use of Guidance Team as appropriate
 Use of date to specifically identify students who could take a high level course and
invite them to enroll
 Contact families of students who should enroll in a high school level course
 Identify obstacles for student taking an AP exam and remove them as much as
possible
 Use of data to identify students and invite to take AP course
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Reflection, Goals & Strategies
Elementary
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
3rd Grade ELA
3rd Grade Math
4th Grade ELA
4th Grade Math
5th Grade ELA
5th Grade Math
5th Grade
Science
Sub-Group

Challenge

Perception

Range of scores
89% to 63%
89% to 67%
84% to 61%
91% to 81%
91% to 71%
83% to 57%
95% to 77%
Most common identified Sub-Groups were Hispanic/Latino/Latino
and Low Income students. Focus on ELL strategies and improved
Safety Net reading strategies. Parent volunteers are used in several
schools to assist with various remediation strategies and curriculum.
Kindergarten Intensive Safety Net (KISN) and BURST reading
curriculum provide strong literacy growth for Kindergarten students
who are coming into our district and reading below grade level.
Overall growth is continuing to occur during the targeted summer
school safety net support programs. Students are also provided the
opportunity to participate in PTSA sponsored enrichment programs.
Most common were providing students with additional challenges in
math through the use of Level Four Thinking and Learning
Strategies. By challenging students who already display
understanding of the identified Learning Goal, teachers and
administrators are growing their instructional skills throughout our
curriculum.
Staff goals that are similar include building trust, receiving and
using instructional feedback with both teachers and their students.
Also, there remains a desire to challenge all students at their
instructional levels across the curriculum.

2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy:
K-2 Reading
Literacy:
3-5 ELA
Math:
3-5 Math

Range of goals
91% to 77% as measured by End of Year DIBELS Assessment.
90% to 66% as measured by 2016 ELA/SBA
87% to 67 % of Grade 3-5 Math students will be proficient or higher
as measured by 2016 ELA SBA data.
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Science:
5th Science

89% to 75% Grade 5 Science students will be proficient or higher as
measured by 2016 ELA SBA data.

Instructional Strategies: Academic
Each school has/is developing Progress Monitoring Strategies that will inform staff, parents
and students about their achievement levels within the curriculum. By school, this looks
different based on content, grade levels and time within the school year. More frequent
classroom and curriculum based assessments allow for student differentiation strategies to
be utilized at all elementary grade levels.
Challenging students who already know the Content Learning Targets remains a priority
for elementary teachers in the LWLC. This effort has been focused on within their teacher’s
Professional Growth and Evaluation (PGE) experiences. Building administrators are
applying these student learning expectations within pre-conferences, teacher observations
and post conferences. These efforts are changing the responsibility mindset of their
teaching staff and subsequently meeting the needs of our higher achieving students.

Middle School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
ELA: 6th Grade
ELA: 7th Grade
ELA: 8th Grade
Math: 6th Grade
Math: 7th Grade:
Math: 8th Grade
Science: 8th
Grade
Sub-Group

Challenge

Range of scores
100% to 77%
100% to 81%
97% to 84%
93% to 66%
93% to 70%
97% to 67%
97% to 86%
ELA – Hispanic/Latino/Latino students comprise our LC largest
subgroup with our widest achievement Gap. The largest challenge in
working with our students relates to vocabulary comprehension and
usage. Therefore, there must be more focused instruction on student
vocabulary skills, including the use of pre-teaching strategies.
Teachers will also apply focused reviews prior to formative quizzes
and larger scale assessments. These are several of the instructional
strategies that staff will be the focused on at our comprehensive
middle schools.
We need to promote logical thinking skills for our students and
model persevering on their own to solve complex problems in various
content areas. Additionally, we want to ensure that our classrooms
incorporates Level Four Questions and learning strategies
throughout their instruction. This will allow for more high level
thinking opportunities for our students, and require greater
applications of thinking strategies from our teaching staff.
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Perception

Collaboration time was used to format Common Assessments, assure
Alignment to Standards and ensure school work is meaningful for
our students. One of the strategies that promoted these outcomes
was to have teachers observe one another and work in collaborative
groups. Examples of teacher collaboration included the sharing of
specific academic information on shared students, developing shared
lessons and strategies, and collaborating between grade level and
content teams.
Students received during Panther and Pride Time mentoring from
older students who were trained in their role. Activities to support
student growth included Extensions in LA/SS Math and Science,
Anti-Bullying Instruction, SPED Check –Ins, Student Mentoring,
and Team Culture Building and Assemblies.

2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy:
6-8 ELA
Math:
6-8 Math
Science:
8 Science

Range of goals
97% to 70% KiMS set goals using CARS, Comprehensive
Assessment in Reading Skills at 86%.
91% to 78%
100% to 75%

Instructional Strategies: Academic
Please refer to the information contained Sub-Group, Challenge and Perception
information.

Lake Washington and Emerson High School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
12th Grade:
Reading
12th Grade:
Writing
12th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
12th Grade:
Biology
12th Grade:
Graduation
Requirements

Achievement
100% of students enrolled at the end of the year made the
requirement. At Emerson 0/2 passed the HSPE.
100% of students enrolled at the end of the year made the
requirement. At Emerson 3/4 passed the HSPE.
EOC in Geometry and Algebra: only (2) students did not meet the
standard in Math.
One student did not meet the EOC Biology Standard. Emerson had
no students tested.
LWHS-100% Goal with 91% Graduated in the spring of 2015.
Emerson did not set a goal in their previous CIP Plan and graduated
40% of their students
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12th Grade:
Credits
12th Grade:
On Time
Graduation
11th Grade:
Reading
11th Grade:
Writing
11th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
11th Grade:
Biology
11th Grade:
Graduation
Requirements
11th Grade:
Credits
10th Grade:
ELA
10th Grade:
Math
10th Grade:
Biology
9th Grade: ELA
9th Grade: Math
9th Grade:
Credits
9th Grade:
Biology
Sub-Group

LWHS-100% Goal with 91% Graduated in the spring of 2015
Emerson did not set a goal in their previous CIP Plan and 20% of
their students graduated without being Credit Deficit..
LWHS-100% Goal with 91% Graduated in the spring of 2015 on time.
Emerson did not set a goal in their previous CIP Plan and 40% of
their students graduated on time.
At LWHS the 32 students who needed to retake the assessment, 1960% met standard. At Emerson 4/4 or 100% passed their HSPE.
At LWHS the 33 students who needed to retake the assessment, 2266% met standard. At Emerson 5/6 or 71% passed their HSPE.
At LWHS the 9 students who were eligible to take the Algebra EOC
assessment, 29% met standard. At Emerson 6/20 or 30% passed their
Algebra EOC.
At LWHS the 20 students who were eligible to take the Biology EOC
assessment, 30% met standard. At Emerson no students retook their
Biology EOC.
At LWHS aside from state testing and credits there are no other
Graduation Requirements, refer to other Data Points. Emerson, no
goal was set in this area of their previous CIP, 68% of eligible
students made their 11th grade Graduation Requirements.
LWHS, 95% of their students were on track with credits at the end of
their Junior Year. Emerson had 27% of their students who were on
track for graduation at the end of their Junior Year.
LWHS had 86.9 % of their students were at Standard on their SBA
Emerson had 75 % of their students were at Standard on their SBA
LWHS, of the 33 students who were not at Standard, 13 or 40% met
Standard during retakes. Emerson, 75% met Standard.
LWHS, 75% of students met Standard.
Emerson, 12/16 or 75% of students met Standard.
LWHS-No students were tested. Emerson-No students were tested.
LWHS- No students were assessed. Emerson, 3/7 43% passes their
EOC Algebra assessment.
LWHS- 100% Goal for Ninth Grade Credits, Emerson- 6/13 or 46% of
their ninth graders earned 6 credits.
LWHS- 100% Goal for Ninth Grade Biology, Emerson- 80% met
standard.
LWHS- Hispanic/Latino students performed better on their SBA
than expected. 75% were Proficient, of the 37 students who qualified
in this category. Though pleased at these results there still is an
Achievement Gap, since 91.7% of White Students were at Standard.
100%, 4/4 African American students were at Standard.
Hispanic/Latino students remain the largest Sub-Group at LWHS.
This is consistent with Hispanic/Latino enrollment patterns at
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LWLC Middle and Elementary schools. Mathematics remains a
major focus area for all Sub-Groups at LWHS.

Challenge

Perception

Emerson, due to their small enrollment numbers, they will continue
to focus on each individual student. Their growth will be based on
their specific classes with sizes approximately 12-16 students.
LWHS- 75% of all Hispanic/Latino Students will be on track for
graduation, with credits and grades. Hispanic/Latino students will
continue to show gains in Literacy. This is a continuation from our
focus on Hispanic/Latino literacy gains at their Middle School
Experience. Continue with their Hispanic/Latino Intervention
Programs, which includes Family Reach out connections into their
community, and their after school remediation efforts.
Emerson-85% of 11th grade students will take the SBA ELA
Assessment. Last scores indicated that 1/29 took the ELA SBA, and
2/29 took the Math SBA. A strong desire to get much improved
student participation on state assessments.
LWHS- Their School Effectiveness data reflected a general rise in %
points on all Characteristics. Staff all agree that LWHS has a clear
sense of purpose and that their primary emphasis is in the
improvement of Student Learning. Teachers routinely work together
to plan on what is being taught, and remains a focus for their school’s
Content Teams. There is still work to be done around students being
challenged by a rigorous curriculum and that staff see this as a daily
responsibility.
Emerson- Their focus has been on teachers providing feedback to
each other to help improve instructional practices. This improvement
would move from a weighted score of 3.35 to 3.75.
They also see a strength in that staff routinely works together to
plan what will be taught to their shared students.

2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy

Math

Goals
LWHS- 88% of last year’s 10th graders 95% of this year’s 11th grade
students.
Emerson- 90% of students participating in SBA testing will reach
proficiency. 100% of students who did not meet proficiency last year
will submit a COE to meet proficiency this year.
LWHS- 95% of all 11th Grade students will be proficient in mathematics for
graduation. Most students have already passed their EOC for Algebra and
Geometry.
Emerson- 80% of students who participate in the SBA/EOC testing will reach
proficiency.
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Science

LWHS- 75% of LWHS students were proficient on last year’s assessment, this
year they want to raise that score to 85%.
Emerson-80% of students who participate in the SBA/EOC testing will reach
proficiency.

Instructional Strategies: Academic
LWHS-Continued focus on developing Hispanic/Latino Interventions at LWHS. Focus on
Data Team expansion into other Content Teams so they can continue to have classroom
data and assessments guide their teams instructional interventions. Work will continue on
how teaching staff can continue to leverage a 90 minute learning period within their newly
implanted Block Schedule. Their focus on developing Flexi-Sched as a way of improving
their ability to intervene with students during ROO time will become a promising tool for
improving their ability to provide students with timely interventions and enrichment
opportunities.
Identify ninth grade students with four or more absences. Determine the nature of the
cause. When appropriate meet with parents and students to develop a plan of action that
improves attendance.
Emerson- Continue their school-wide efforts to use formative and summative assessment
data to measure student levels and growth .Improve teacher ability to measure student
achievement levels and inform targeted instruction. Acquire time within the school day to
more effectively analyze student data and to share that information with their teammates.

Achievement Gap - K-12
ELL
5

SpED
3

Low Income
7

Safety Net
10

Hispanic/Latino
7

Goals: LWLC Hispanic/Latino Student Achievement and Family Focus for School
Participation
Instructional Strategies:
Hispanic/Latino students comprise our LC largest subgroup with our widest achievement
Gap. The largest challenge in working with our students relates to vocabulary
comprehension and usage. Therefore, there must be more focused instruction on student
vocabulary skills, including the use of pre-teaching strategies. Teachers will also apply
focused reviews prior to formative quizzes and larger scale assessments. These are several
of the instructional strategies that staff will be the focused on at our comprehensive middle
and high schools.
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Relational Strategies:
Continue to intentionally engage our Hispanic/Latino Families at all levels of our Learning
Community. Invite them to be on site and provide assistance to break down language
barriers. Involve leaders of their community and churches to come present and involve
them within the school community more directly. Provide before and after school programs
for student participation, including daycare for younger siblings. Use established
Hispanic/Latino families to act as mentors to incoming Hispanic/Latino families, have them
act as ambassadors from the school to their family. Ensure important communications are
shared in their native language whenever possible. Ask what they need, all the time to be
more effective members of our schools.

Attendance - K-12
Positive proactive and
responsive intervention
approaches
ALL Schools

BECCA specialists/court
referrals

(DSS- fill in any other
category/categories)

Could not Find Any

Reducing Extended Family
Vacations within the School
Year

Goals:
Be up front on getting messages to families about the importance of regular, ongoing
attendance. Make connections early on with our Hispanic/Latino Families. At our
elementary schools reduce the number of tardies and extended family vacations within the
school year.
Strategies:
School Administrators make ongoing direct connections and contacts regarding tardies and
absences. Use newsletter, principal communication to remind the importance of strong
attendance. Ensure teachers have prepared communications to their families, connect with
admin if situations continue poorly. Speak with other schools and admin to seek out best
practices. Stay in communication with their BECCA Specialist.
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Discipline – K-12
Positive behavioral
supports
8

School-wide Behavior
Expectations
1

Goals:
Reduce tardies at the elementary level. Many of the LWLC Elementary Principals see
chronic absenteeism as their worst behavior problem. Reduce out of school suspensions
within our Hispanic/Latino Community, specifically at the secondary level.
Strategies:
More communication with families, reach out with these students positive reinforcements
for ongoing attendance, work completion and overall positive behavior. Connect much
better with administrators when students switch levels. Make positive connections with LC
SRO, Security personnel with individual students who have chronic behavior issues. Check
with other schools to see their access to programs and resources.

College and Career Readiness – Middle School & High School
Goals:
Continue to message through the system to families, students and staff, “Every Student,
Future Ready. This is everyone’s responsibility. Continue to promote this expectation to our
Hispanic/Latino and other challenged Sub-Groups. Staff must have a larger voice in this
effort, not just Admin and Central Office.
Strategies:
Ongoing Level Four Challenges provided to our students at all levels. Surveys several times
a year in our middle schools and upper elementary grades about Post-Secondary
opportunities after high school, share the results into the community.
Provide legitimate/ongoing Honors/Level Four learning opportunities to all our students.
Ensure all students are completely connected to their Career Cruising information and its
application.
More counselors at the secondary level, more of a specialist role for disenfranchised sub
groups.
Bring back groups of former students to speak at the middle and high school level regarding
their post -secondary experiences.
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Reflection, Goals & Strategies
Elementary
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
3rd

Grade ELA
3rd Grade Math
4th Grade ELA
4th Grade Math
5th Grade ELA
5th Grade Math
5th Grade Science
Sub-Group

Challenge
Perception

Range of scores
62% to 91% met or exceeded goal
55% to 100% met or exceeded goal
65% to 95% met or exceeded goal
62% to 95% met or exceeded goal
72% to 95% met or exceeded goal
56% to 94% met or exceeded goal
71% to 100% met or exceeded goal
Many schools set subgroup goals for 2014-15 in the areas of
improving student achievement among students who received
services in special education, ELL, and Safety Net. In addition,
one school set a goal for a subgroup of low-income students. There
was some growth in these subgroup areas, but it was mixed and
variable from school to school and even within the same school.
Reflection on these subgroup outcomes helped each school to set
new goals for the 2015-16 school year.
Schools set goals for moving Level 3 students to Level 4 in the
areas of reading fluency and math fluency. Overall schools saw
results that indicated significant success on these goals.
A number of schools selected perception goals in the areas of
developing a common vision among staff, supporting teacher-toteacher instructional support and staff professional development.
Several schools selected parent involvement as their focus,
including increasing the number of volunteers and involving
parents more in home support. Overall, progress was made in
most of the perception goals and reflection helped guide the
setting of new goals for 2015-16.

While it was a challenge for schools to interpret and reflect on goals that had been set using
MSP data with achievement measured by the SBA, each school was able to analyze their
results and reflect on the strategies used and possible reasons for their outcome. Overall,
about half of the schools met their goals in 3rd grade ELA and Math. Only one school met
their goal in 4th grade ELA and Math. In 5th grade, about half of the schools met their goals
in ELA and Science, but none of the schools met their goal in Math.
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2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy:
K-2 Reading
Literacy:
3-5 ELA
Math:
3-5 Math
Science:
5th Science

Range of goals
83% to 96% meet or exceed standard
67% to 92% meet or exceed standard
63% to 94% meet or exceed standard
61% to 92% meet or exceed standard

Instructional Strategies: Academic
Elementary schools identified Literacy and Math strategies with a strong emphasis on
differentiation and flexible grouping, as well as the use of the data teams protocol. A
number of school identified specific materials they are using in addition to the district
curriculum. Another common theme was providing time for teachers to collaborate in
vertical alignment

Middle School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
ELA: 6th Grade
ELA: 7th Grade
ELA: 8th Grade
Math: 6th Grade
Math: 7th Grade:
Math: 8th Grade
Science: 8th Grade
Sub-Group

Challenge
Perception

Range of scores
70.5% to 89.5% met or exceeded goal
71.4% to 89.1% met or exceeded goal
74.3% to 76.9% met or exceeded goal
60.7% to 86.9% met or exceeded goal
66% to 82.6% met or exceeded goal
68.1% to 75.7% met or exceeded goal
79.6% to 85.8% met or exceeded goal
Middle schools set subgroup goals for 2014-15 in the areas of
improving student achievement among students who received
services in special education, those students who were
Hispanic/Latino and those who were low-income. The subgroup
showing the most growth was the Hispanic/Latino students in the
area of Reading. Reflection on these subgroup outcomes helped
each school to set new goals for the 2015-16 school year.
Middle schools set goals for an increase in overall proficiency
achievement to be reflected in the numbers of Level 3 students
and Level 4 students. There was minimal growth in these areas.
One school set a goal in the areas of increasing parent
volunteerism and in students respecting other students, with
modest results. Due to a very low survey response rate and a
discrepancy between scale results and individual text survey
responses, the other school worked to identify school culture
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areas to improve including teacher communication to parents
when students are struggling and math concerns. These areas
remain an area of focus.
While it was a challenge for schools to interpret and reflect on goals that had been set using
MSP data with achievement measured by the SBA, each school was able to analyze their
results and reflect on the strategies used and possible reasons for their outcome. Both
schools did not meet most of the academic goals set in 14-15. One school met their goals in
7th Grade Math and in 8th Grade Science.

2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy:
6-8 ELA
Math:
6-8 Math
Science:
8 Science

Range of goals
79% to 89% meet or exceed standard
68% to 84% meet or exceed standard
71% to 90% meet or exceed standard

Instructional Strategies: Academic
Middle schools identified academic strategies with an emphasis on staff collaboration,
including support for department meetings and job-alike teams. Both schools are also
focusing on supporting instruction through differentiation, AVID strategies and SIOP
strategies. In Math, strategies also included individual student support. In Reading, critical
reading strategies will be used. In Science, work will be done specifically in the area of
supporting special education students in general education Science classes.

High School
2014-15 CIP Goals and 2015 Outcomes
12th Grade:
Reading
12th Grade:
Writing
12th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
12th Grade:
Biology
12th Grade:
Graduation
Requirements
12th Grade:

Achievement
98% pass
98% pass
Geometry- 90% pass
Algebra- 92% pass
83% pass
100% pass
89% pass
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Credits
12th Grade:
On Time
Graduation
11th Grade:
Reading
11th Grade:
Writing
11th Grade:
Geometry and
Algebra
11th Grade:
Biology
11th Grade:
Graduation
Requirements
11th Grade:
Credits
10th Grade:
ELA
10th Grade:
Math
10th Grade:
Biology
9th Grade: ELA
9th Grade: Math
9th Grade:
Credits
9th Grade:
Biology
Sub-Group

Challenge
Perception

89% pass
94% pass
94% pass
Geometry-96% pass
Algebra-92% pass
93% pass
n/a
93.7% on track
79.8% pass
88.5% pass
83.5% pass
n/a
85.3% pass for class of 2018
91.6% on track
n/a
The subgroup selected for focus was Hispanic/Latino students in the
class of 2017 in Math, with the goal of reducing those below
standard. Significant growth was seen among these students with
more passing the EOC.
The area of focus chosen was to increase the number of Level 4
students in Reading. This goal was not met however it is a
comparison between MSP scores and ELA scores.
Two areas of focus emerged from the staff survey: teachers receiving
regular feedback and having teaching and learning be the focus on
evaluations. There was a decrease in rating on the first and an
increase on the second.

In Literacy, reflection on student achievement was that students have maintained their
good performance and are performing particularly well in the area of writing informational
text. In Math, increased departmental collaboration was seen as a benefit of focusing on
problem solving regardless of content area. In Science, there was growth in the area of
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critical thinking and writing. In Social Studies and World Languages, students performed
at a high level of proficiency. In academic and elective areas, concerns remain regarding
how best to support students who receive special education, Safety Net and/or ELL services.

2015-16 Annual School Goals: Academic
Literacy
Math
Science

Goals
Class of 2018
Reading (MSP) 89% to 93% proficiency
Writing (MSP) 89% to 93% proficiency
Class of 2018
Math (MSP) 85% to 90% proficiency
Class of 2018
Science (EOC) 90% to 93% proficiency

Instructional Strategies: Academic
Literacy strategies were identified for English, ELL, Social Studies and Special Education.
Common themes include teacher collaboration on rubrics and common formative
assessments. Math strategies include the development of a common rubric and an emphasis
on math communication skills. Science strategies include designing rubrics based on ELA
standards and data collection, as well as a focus on student tracking of test corrections and
improvement.
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Achievement Gap - K-12
ELL
3

Special
Education
2

Low
Income
3

Safety
Net
1

Hispanic/Latino

Male

1

1

Goals:
Goals were set to increase achievement in ELA for ELL, male, low-income, special
education and safety net students. Goals were set to increase achievement in Math for
Hispanic/Latino, low-income, special education and safety net students. Goals were also set
in two schools to increase the level of language proficiency in ELL students.
Strategies:
Strategies include teacher collaboration and intentional team meetings regarding specific
students, SIOP staff training, monitoring of special education students in general education
classrooms, and use of data team meetings to address the achievement gap.

Attendance - K-12
Decrease
tardies

Decrease
unexcused
absences

Decrease time
spent in office due
to school refusal

7

2

1

Increase
attendance for
suspended
students with
Ds/Fs
1

Goals:
A majority of schools set goals to decrease the number of students arriving late to school
each day. Two schools also set goals to decrease the number of unexcused absences. One
school has seen a recent spike in the number of students leaving class and coming to the
office due to anxiety and school refusal, so set a goal to address that concern. One school
sees the attendance problems of students performing at a low academic level as having both
attendance and discipline components.
Strategies:
Schools are planning to analyze attendance/tardy data frequently to monitor ongoing
problems and intervene with families quickly. Communication to families about the
academic impact of withdrawing students from school for long periods of time for vacations
will be increased. Counselors will be utilized to intervene early with students who are
missing class and also showing signs of anxiety and school refusal. The “In School
Suspension” program will be implemented whenever possible with students who are
academically at risk.
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Discipline – K-12
Decrease
aggressive/
disruptive
recess
behavior
2

Decrease
office
referrals
for
behavior
6

Decrease
suspensions

Decrease
incidents of
willful
disobedience

2

1

Increase
use of
restorative
justice
practices
1

Goals:
A majority of schools set goals to decrease behavior referrals to the office, with one school
specifically focusing on a decrease of male referrals and another school focusing specifically
on a decrease in referrals of Hispanic/Latino and/or special education students. Two schools
are focusing on recess behavior, two schools for an overall decrease in suspension rate, and
one school for a decrease in a specific disciplinary category i.e. willful disobedience. One
school is focusing on the increased use by staff of restorative justice practices.
Strategies:
The schools focusing on recess behaviors will be using staff teams to teach, model and
patrol recess while focusing on specific desired behaviors. Several schools are beginning to
implement school wide positive behavior systems with discipline tracking to help identify
target areas and times of the day. Staff training and the use of Safe School Ambassadors
are also strategies being explored. Several schools plan a staff focus on regular and timely
student interventions as soon as a disciplinary pattern emerges. One school outlined a
strategy for having their school counselor train the entire staff in Restorative Justice
practices.

College and Career Readiness – Middle School & High School
Goals:
Middle Schools set goals to increase the number of students who are taking at least one
course for high school credit, with one school focusing specifically on low-income students.
The high school set a goal to increase the number of students taking advanced courses and
to ensure that all 9th graders complete the High School & Beyond Plan.
Strategies:
One middle school will be presenting information at the start of 2nd semester to students
and families to ensure awareness of the high school credit classes being offered. One middle
school will specifically monitor the grades of low-income students and plan individualized
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interventions to keep them on track. Both schools are implementing AVID strategies
schoolwide and in one elective course for an 8th grade cohort of about 30 students at each
school. The high school will analyze first and second semester enrollment and progress for
students at all grade levels. All 9th graders are being closely monitored as they complete
High School & Beyond/Career Cruising lessons and activities.

